
With its beautiful clear waters and lush green islands, 

the British Virgin Islands are best enjoyed by sea.  

With her towering sails, the Cuan Law provides 

the ultimate in laid back luxury.  The ambiance 

is both fun and relaxed, with a wide range of 

activities to suit everyone, as well as ample 

opportunity for quiet relaxation.  Dive the 

historical wrecks and many reefs throughout 

the British Virgin Islands in style.
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accommodations

At 105ft long and 40ft wide, Cuan Law is

the largest trimaran in the world! Fully

crewed with captain, chef, 2 stewards,

engineer and 2 dive masters. Cuan Law

accommodates up to 20 guests in her 10

spacious staterooms. All staterooms can be

configured as either two twin beds or one

queen bed, and each features a private

bathroom and individual air conditioning.

The extensive aft deck, top deck with

hammocks, and air conditioned saloon

offer great space to enjoy the picturesque

views, socialize and relax.



dining

Our gourmet Chef will delight your

palate with international flavors!

We offer multiple choice for entrees

at breakfast and lunch. Dinner is a

classic sit down and is the culinary

highlight of the day. Fine wines and

a fully stocked bar will complement

the fresh and local ingredients.



diving

We have over 100 dive sites in the British

Virgin Islands. The BVI’s are known for some of

the best ship wreck dives in the world including

the RMS Rhone, the Chikuzen and the newly

sunk Kodiak Queen equipped with a giant

kraken sculpture sitting atop. Scuba Diving on

the CUAN LAW is a breeze – and you’ll handle

your tanks as little as possible. Most of the

diving is done from tenders. Personal gear

(masks, etc) is stored in your own bin which is

beneath the seating in the aft deck so it is well

out of the way during the day. We can offer as

many as three dives a day and one night dive

daily. Friday, we offer two dives before the

beach BBQ. Water temperatures in the BVI’s

range from 78-82 (25c -28c) year round.



adventures

The Cuan Law offers so much more than

diving! Guests enjoy full sails through

the Sir Frances Drake Passage as well as

island hopping and beach excursions

along the way. With kayaks, Hobie cats

and water toys on board, you can spend

your surface interval doing as much or as

little as you like. To finish off the week,

we offer a beach barbeque at the famous

Baths on Virgin Gorda.
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AllStar Liveaboards

US Reservations Office

204 Hospital Drive NE

Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548

800.327.9600

954.734.7111

cuanlaw@allstarliveaboards.com

BOOK

NOW...


